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“Dem werden den Charakter des Seins aufzuprägen - das ist der höchste Wille zur Macht”
(Nietzsche)
Research in Processual Architecture
At the very beginning I would like to thank for invitation to Krems and for all care about me
as a resident by all involved people, especially Heidrun, Sabine and Katharina.
Writing a report in the end of the year seems to be more than about last two months in
Krems, just in case of long-term research, which for now last part I realised here.
At the beginning there was a fascination with dynamic influences on architecture, a domain
from ancient times usually explained with terms like permanent or firmness (Vitruvius,
Alberti). The (post)modern time brought something else. Influenced by technologies of
new media age, philosophy of poststructuralism (Deleuze), nonlinearity (De Landa) and
sociological thesis of liquid modernity (Bauman) or nomadism (Maffesoli) architecture started
to turn from its traditional proportional visuality to changeable performativity.
My interest in this theme was initiated during former experiences - with co-curating of the
exhibition Compact City in form of continuous workshop, designing changeable installations
(Podium in Žilina, REMAKE exhibition or Modul for Chalupecký Award) or realization of
variable cultural space PRAHA/Forum for Architecture and Media in Brno. Each of these
projects balanced in between “doing almost nothing” and kind of “rule-based design”.
It means to set just few rules, let the process open and learn from what and why will happen.
Can we look on architecture more as a process? Can architecture, traditionally understand
as fine art, be comprehend as performing art? Can we practice this way more adaptive/
reactive urban planning and create more sensitive/affective architecture?
This year me and my colleagues Jiří Vítek and Michal Mačuda trigger a research on this
field. In the autumn I also started to study postgradually the topic “performing architecture”
at AFAD Bratislava. Well my stay in Krems was a great ocassion to continue and at this time
also to summarize this intention and its preliminary results.

the moveable bar in variable cultural space PRAHA/Forum for Architecture and Media in Brno, co-author Jaroslav Sedlák,
in cooperation with 4AM and Deep Throat
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A first attempt to design by rules comes within a competition entry to revitalisation of the
Orlová historical city centre. Almost whole the old town was destroyed during cole mining
through the last few decades. We didn´t decide to design new houses but try to define just
few rules of a new development behave in this postindustrial environment. As a mediator of
this intention we used volumetric envelopes diagrammatically surrounding the possibilities
of future development. Based on the movement of the sun and keeping vistas from streets to
the old church, the result in form of ephemeral developable volumes tried to keep processes
of urban planning so open as it was possible. The whole developable structure wasn´t fixed
but should be recalculated in time.
Then followed the project Urbo Kune in Auschwitz, which became the focus of my
postgradual thesis and it is still in progress. Urbo Kune means a common city in esperanto.
Its idea - to design a city similar way as composing and interpreting a music score comes
from Jan Tabor, architecture critic, theorist and actually the consultant of my thesis.
After my arrive to Krems I studied diagrams and their architectural discourse from the turn
of the millenium. This conceptual tool raised in architecture on the philosophical foundations
of the word “abstract machine” which accompanied by another terms like rhizom, folding
or smoothness has its origin in the work of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari. The main
reason of using diagrams in architecture, initiated especially by Peter Eisenman, is to show
its spatial idea. We can find the similarity between a diagram in architecture and a score
in music, briefly it describes an intention of spatial or musical experience. Diagrammatic
way of thinking is also the base of nowadays application of algorithms and processing. This
thinking we getting closer through another project of a city.
The Airport City, another competition entry, which I worked on during my residency in Krems,
was focused on public space in front of the airport terminals in Prague. Except further
development of solar envelopes we optimized the network structure of streets and central
public spaces by using wooly path algorithm (inspired by Frei Otto minimal path research) as
well as agent-based behavioral design. Dynamics of moving was translated via equipotential
lines, curves connecting points of the similar potential (in this case of speed). Although we
lost the competition in the second round, the interpretation of diagram came in this project to
the closest form of the real built-up volumes with defined public spaces in between.

the Airport City in Prague, co-authors Jiří Vítek, Michal Mačuda, in cooperation with Klára Zahradníčková, Marek Chmiel,
rendering by FlyingArchitecture
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Except the time for studying and working, residency in Krems gave me a great opportunity for
active relaxing. Kunsthalle, Karikaturmuzeum or Susanne Wenger Foundation (as Brian Eno
said - there is a problem with computers, there is not enough Africa in them) provided me
cultural venues periodically focused on a broad field of arts. Another creative interdisciplinary
boost came from neighbouring residents at meetings and events in the common room or
some favourite bars near Kunstmeile. The city itself as well as its beautiful surroundings
incited me to walking and hiking. In addition I organized two small architectural trips with
my temporary neighbours - one to wineries in Langenlois (Loisium and Loimer) and another
focused on the Wolkenturm in Grafenegg at the occasion of a Christmas concert.
Last two months of the year in Krems gave me a lot of impulses and energy to further work.
In the end of this report I can only mention a secret wish to repeat such stay in time when the
research will be approaching its denouement.
On the 28th of December 2015 in Krems
									Jakub Kopec

the next ENTERprise: the Wolkenturm in Grafenegg
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